
Qualifification of Electric Motors



- Highly flexible, proven quality assurance

PERFECTLY SMOOTH OPERATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.

THE CHALLENGE
E-mobility and electrically powered systems have been gaining in importance for years.  
This is notably reflected in the constantly expanding range of electric motors: DC, BLDC, 
AC motors, DC motors with interface electronics, etc. Different performance parameters 
and their  interaction are crucial for ensuring that an electric motor meets the respective 
requirement profiles. Manufacturers and users alike need a test system that allows for a 
simple control of the parameters and thus the quality of electric motors. 

In the advent of smart factories a networked digitalization solution that can provide access 
to all relevant testing data to any department in the company is essential.  



THE SOLUTION
The flexible, purpose-built PIQ.drive combines 
various standardized testing methods for com-
prehensive quality evaluations. The eMotorSpe-
zi service additionally offers quick comparative 
measurements, e.g. for selecting electric 
drives.  Passive and active testing mechanics 
with field-proven technology by Encontec allow 
for a rich range of configurations, which is vital 
to modern testing systems for electric motors. 

LabVIEW-based, user-oriented software forms 
the link between the specialized measurement 
and analysis software for electric motors, and 
the simple HMI interface. The complete soluti-
on is the result of long-time manufacturing and 
digitalization expertise  as well as the practical 
know-how of the ProNES LabVIEW architects 
and the testing specialists for electric motors 
from Wolf&Wölfel. 

You receive a testing system for electric motors, 
whose individual parameterization fulfills all 
your testing needs.

Wealth of variants
    Comprehensive, configurable testing library
    Testing of DC, BLDC and AC motors as well as DC motors with interface electronics
    Active and passive testing mechanics
  
Time savings
    Type data management, analysis and evaluation functions, storage of measurement data
    Rapid realization using existent software and mechanics standards
    eMotorSpezi for quick comparative measurements 
 
Cost efficiency
    Digitized use of test data in company networks
    Flexible system integration, easy start-up, simple scalability

YOUR BENEFITS



The comprehensive solution for the qualifi-
cation of electric motors combines:

- Field-proven testing software / hardware
- Reliable, parameterizable testing methods
- User-friendly HMI interface
- Easy, flexible system integration
- Innovative digitalization for smart factories


